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Visualization of dominant stress-transfer mechanisms in
experimental debris flows of different particle-size distribution
Nicoletta Sanvitale and Elisabeth T. Bowman

Abstract: Physical modelling of debris flow in a small-scale flume has been carried out to investigate the internal stress-transfer
mechanisms within unsteady, saturated, and segregating granular free-surface flows. Measurements of the internal velocity
fields within model flows were obtained via planar laser–induced fluorescence and particle image velocimetry. Normalized
velocity profiles taken at a section over the flow duration were found to essentially collapse onto a single curve, the shape of
which was dependent on the particle-size distribution. While all flows exhibited internal basal slip and shear, for tests on
well-graded materials that are most representative of debris flows, the shear rate was found to reduce towards the surface to
near-zero, exhibiting near plug-flow. Dimensional analysis shows that particles of different size within these flows experienced
different dominant stress-transfer mechanisms — frictional, collisional or viscous. Rapid grain-size segregation therefore is both
due to and results in different modes of stress transfer within a single flow. This means that in a segregating and hence, stratified
system, different flow regimes will act concurrently at microscale and mesoscale. Results highlight the complexity of debris
flows, so that it may be undesirable to ascribe a single microscale constitutive behaviour throughout, and further calls into
question the concept of flow regimes for debris flows based on bulk measurements.

Key words: debris flow, dimensionless number, flow regime, plane laser–induced fluorescence, flume model tests.

Résumé : La modélisation physique de l’écoulement des débris dans un canal à petite échelle a été réalisée pour étudier les
mécanismes de transfert de contraintes internes au sein des flux à surface libre granulaires instables, saturés et séparés. Les
mesures des champs de vitesse internes au sein des flux modèles ont été obtenues par vélocimétrie à fluorescence induite laser
plane a par Image de particule. Les profils de vitesse normalisés pris à une section sur la durée d’écoulement ont été trouvés à se
replier essentiellement sur une seule courbe, dont la forme était dépendante à la distribution de la taille des particules. Alors que
tous les flux ont exposé un glissement basal interne et de cisaillement, pour les essais sur des matériaux bien classés qui sont les
plus représentatifs des flux de débris, le taux de cisaillement a été trouvé à se réduire vers la surface près de zéro, présentant
presque un écoulement piston. L’analyse dimensionnelle montre que des particules de taille différente au sein de ces flux ont
connu différents mécanismes de transfert de contrainte dominante — de frottement, collisionnel, ou visqueux. La ségrégation
rapide à taille de grain est donc à la fois en raison de résultats et dans différents modes de transfert de contrainte dans un seul
flux. Cela signifie que dans un système de ségrégation et donc, stratifié, les différents régimes d’écoulement agissent simultané-
ment à l’échelle micro et méso. Les résultats mettent en évidence la complexité des flux de débris, de sorte qu’il peut être
souhaitable d’attribuer un seul comportement constitutif micrométrique tout au long, et en outre remettre en cause le concept
de régimes d’écoulement des débris des flux basés sur des mesures en vrac. [Traduit par la Rédaction]

Mots-clés : flux de débris, nombre sans dimension, débit, fluorescence induite par laser plane, essais sur modèle de canal.

Introduction
In nature, debris flows — high-speed gravity-driven landslides

comprising soil, rock, and water (Hungr et al. 2001) — represent
one of the most dangerous geophysical phenomena due to their
unpredictability, high mobility, and destructive power (Iverson
1997; Jakob and Hungr 2005). The mechanics of debris flows is
made complex by the large range of particle sizes within the
flowing mass, from boulders to clay, which segregate during mo-
tion. Larger particles tend to focus toward the flow front while
fluid concentrates in the tail, altering the behaviour in time and
space (Pierson 1986; McArdell et al. 2007; Leonardi et al. 2015). At
the microscale, the dynamics of such particle–fluid systems involves
momentum exchange processes caused by inertial granular colli-
sions, friction between grains, viscous shear, and solid–fluid in-

teractions (Iverson 1997). Depending on the relative importance of
these processes, debris flows exhibit different behaviour com-
monly interpreted as occurring in different flow regimes (Iverson
1997; Iverson and Denlinger 2001; Ancey 2007).

Debris flow mechanisms can be studied through field observa-
tions, large- and small-scale experiments, and numerical modelling.
The advantage of observations made under real-world conditions
is that scaling considerations are not necessary and the full range
of behaviour may be exhibited (Genevois et al. 2000; McArdell
et al. 2007; McCoy et al. 2010; Comiti et al. 2014). However, as
quantitative measurements can only be made during catastrophic
and unpredictable events, the possibility of gathering systematic
data is limited. Furthermore, macroscale observations of flow
events, even for instrumented torrents, are limited to measure-
ments of bulk parameters (e.g., front velocity, flow depth, basal
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fluid pressure, basal normal and shear forces). Large-scale model-
ling has been found to be very useful in replicating, at near full-
scale, the field conditions of debris flows (Major 1997; Iverson et al.
2010); however, these types of experiments are costly, and may be
limited by the boundary conditions that can be applied. Numeri-
cal modelling may be undertaken at the particulate scale using,
for example, the discrete element method, to understand granu-
lar flow mechanisms, such as frictional and collisional stress
transfer, and particle segregation (Campbell and Brennan 1985;
Silbert et al. 2001; Gray and Chugunov 2006; Rognon et al. 2007).
However, this numerical modelling can be computationally ex-
pensive and such studies suffer from being restricted by one or
more of the following: two-dimensional (2D) geometry, use of
spherical or round rather than angular particles, limited particle
numbers, no interstitial fluid, small range in particle size, restric-
tion to steady flow, and use of periodic boundaries. For these
reasons, small-scale laboratory experiments, which enable the
fundamental interaction of particles to be observed and related to
the constitutive behaviour, are also necessary; accepting the dif-
ficulties in scaling debris flows for physical modelling (Chau et al.
2000; Bowman and Sanvitale 2009; Sanvitale and Bowman 2012;
Kaitna et al. 2014; Paleo Cageao 2014; De Haas et al. 2015).

Dimensional scaling
To produce flows that correctly reflect debris flow mechanics at

laboratory scale, Iverson (1997) and Iverson and Denlinger (2001)
presented the case for matching particular nondimensional num-
bers identified and associated with specific theoretical flow regimes
(e.g., Bagnold and Savage numbers) at field scale. The Savage num-
ber, NSav, represents the ratio of inertial shear stress caused by
grain collisions to quasi-static shear stress associated with Cou-
lomb frictional sliding and enduring grain contacts. For debris
flows it can be defined as (Iverson et al. 2010)

(1) NSav �
�s�̇

2�2

�z � uz

where �s is the density of the solids, �̇ is the characteristic shear
rate, � is the characteristic grain diameter, �z is the total normal
stress at z, and uz is the fluid pressure at z (note that z is most often
taken to be the base of the flow in bulk calculations, whereas here
we vary its position for the derivation of local parameters). The
Bagnold number, NBag, is defined in eq. (2) by the ratio of inertial
grain collisions to viscous fluid shear stresses (Iverson 1997)

(2) NBag �
�s

(1 � �s)

�s�
2�̇

	

where �s is the volumetric solid concentration and 	 is the dy-
namic viscosity of pore fluid with suspended sediment. In this
equation, Iverson (1997) replaced the factor 
1/2 � ��s

1/3/��∗
1/3 �

�s
1/3��1/2 originally used by Bagnold (1954) with �s/(1 – �s) (where �∗ is

the maximum value achievable by �s in the flow).
Savage and Hutter (1989) found that grain collision stresses

dominate grain friction stresses if NSav is greater than about 0.1
and Bagnold (1954) demonstrated that in highly sheared neutrally
buoyant mixtures of spherical grains and liquid, collisional
stresses dominate viscous fluid stresses if NBag, as defined by
Iverson (1997), exceeds roughly 200. Note that this value differs
from Bagnold’s (1954) value of 450, because Iverson (1997) replaced
the factor 
1/2 in his analysis.

The dimensionless numbers, NSav and NBag, were originally de-
fined for simple shearing of steady, uniform mixtures of mono-
disperse spherical grains (Bagnold 1954; Savage and Hutter 1989).
Nonetheless, as discussed, they are commonly used to identify

limiting flow regimes for debris flows (Iverson 1997; Iverson and
Denlinger 2001; Iverson et al. 2004) by estimating bulk parameters
from visual observations at flow margins (e.g., front or surficial
velocity and height) and idealized kinematic reconstruction (e.g.,
shear rate and slip velocity) (Iverson 1997; Zhou and Ng 2010; Chen
et al. 2014). Most importantly, such dimensional analyses usually
take into account a single characteristic grain diameter, usually
the mean diameter, D50, to represent the solid material, while
often no excess pore pressure is assumed, given the paucity of
field measurements (McArdell et al. 2007; McCoy et al. 2010).

In reality, particles of different size may be expected to experi-
ence different dominance of collisional or contact stress, with
particles smaller than average being more influenced by contact
and viscous stresses and larger particles by collisional stresses.
The segregation of particles and fluid within a well-graded flow
includes regions where fine particles and fluid dominate, and
regions where coarse particles predominate (as at the head of
flows). Therefore, it may be more appropriate to consider evolving
values of the Savage and Bagnold numbers for debris flows rather
than a single bulk value (Iverson et al. 2010). Such evolving values
may take into account that different momentum transport pro-
cesses dominate, or several processes act jointly, in different parts
of the system.

To investigate the mechanisms within the interior of such flows,
we present the results of flume studies conducted using transparent
debris and a nonintrusive optical technique (Sanvitale and Bowman
2012). This method combines the refractive index matching of
transparent solids and fluid (Budwig 1994; Wiederseiner et al.
2010) with the use of the planar laser–induced fluorescence (PLIF)
techniques so that a two-dimensional slice through the system
can be viewed (Montemagno and Gray 1995; Stohr et al. 2003;
Dijksman et al. 2012). The scaling principles and bulk characteristics
(front velocity, deposit morphology, etc.) of a suite of experiments,
designed to capture aspects of granular debris flow behaviour using
well-graded and uniform materials, was previously presented in
Sanvitale and Bowman (2012). Here for these same experiments, we
present analyses of the interior velocity fields at a section of the
channel, as well as depth-averaged and local shearing behaviour over
time. Using dimensional analysis, this enables the dominant stress-
transfer mechanisms to be assessed from both bulk-derived values,
as most commonly used, and from locally derived values, returning
to the original particle-scale approach from which flow regime con-
cepts were derived.

Experimental procedure
The experimental set up, described in detail in Sanvitale and

Bowman (2012), is briefly given here. Tests were conducted in a
small-scale flume (Fig. 1). A curved chute guided the mixture from
the mouth of the tank to the straight portion of the slope, at
which point it travelled down the 150 mm wide by 2 m long
channel before being deposited on a horizontal runout surface.
The glass bottom of the straight slope was artificially roughened
over a length of 1 m with a slip resistant material. A �2 mm slit in
the material let a 1.5 mm thick 532 nm laser light sheet pass
through the bottom to illuminate the flowing material at a dis-
tance of 35 mm from the transparent sidewall. A high-speed cam-
era located close to the end of the flume recorded images of the
illuminated cross section at 1100 frames per second with a resolu-
tion of 1280 × 256 pixels. A long pass filter was placed over the lens
to transmit only the fluorescence signal. The flume was set with a
slope at 24.5°, typical of a debris flow transition reach (Fannin and
Wise 2001).

For the experiments, a mixture of Duran glass particles and a
hydrocarbon fluid, produced by Cargille Laboratories to match
the refractive index of the glass (Table 1), was used. Particles
smaller than 4 mm were angular as a result of being produced
by crushing glass tubes, whereas the coarser grains were sub
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rounded particles produced by cutting and subsequently shaping
small pieces of glass obtained from rods of different diameter.
Besides being optically compatible, the properties of the adopted
solid and fluid closely matched those of real debris flow materials,
including the ratio of densities; however, the fluid viscosity was
greater than that of water (see Table 1). To replicate the develop-
ment and dissipation of nonhydrostatic pore pressure with the
increased fluid viscosity, the glass particles were accordingly
scaled-up four times with respect to a prototype grain-size dis-
tribution used in previous research on similar chute flow ex-
periments (Bowman and Sanvitale 2009), resulting in a similar
hydraulic conductivity (Sanvitale and Bowman 2012).

For all experiments, a mixture was prepared with 12 kg particles
saturated with the fluid in which a fluorescent dye, necessary for
the application of PLIF, was dissolved, producing an average sed-
iment volume concentration �s = 0.57 (i.e., porosity n = 0.43). The
PLIF technique relies on the use of the thin laser sheet to activate
the fluorescence of the dye diluted in the fluid, and here created
an illuminated plane inside the flow in which particles appeared
as dark shapes against a bright background.

Three particle-size distributions (PSDs) were used (Fig. 2) to ex-
amine the influence of a change in the coefficient of uniformity,
CU = D60/D10, around a particular mean particle size, D50 = 7.1 mm,
where Dx denotes the percentage passing by mass. Materials
termed “PSD9” and “PSD11” were well-graded, with CU = 20.2 (de-
noted to one significant figure, “CU = 20”) and 9.8 (“CU = 10”),
respectively, whereas “PSD16” was more uniform with CU = 3.3
(“CU = 3”). For each grading, two experiments were carried out to
ensure repeatability. Table 2 summarizes the main parameters for
the tests.

Velocity measurements
The internal velocity field of the granular flows was estimated

via Particle Image Velocimetry, using GeoPIV software (White
et al. 2003). For a soil problem undergoing deformation, GeoPIV
calculates the displacement field within a plane via a series of
images taken over the course of deformation. It does this by track-
ing the image texture (i.e., the spatial variation of brightness) of

subregions or “patches” of the original image in subsequent
frames. The original version of GeoPIV was modified to the needs
of the present work by supporting a static mesh of interrogation
patches with position and geometry fixed in all images, rather
than tracking one patch over the course of several images (Bryant
et al. 2015). In the analysis, the granular flow moves through the
patches. The mesh used was composed of a single column of
square patches overlapping in the slope-normal direction (Fig. 3)
up to the free surface of the flow. Two meshes with patch sizes of
32 and 16 pixels were used with spacing of 8 and 4 pixels, respec-
tively. Patch size influences the precision of the measurements
(White et al. 2003). Small patches allow a higher spatial resolution
to be obtained, and hence more detailed, although more noisy,
results. Larger patches produce less scatter and improved preci-
sion, but at the expense of resolution. Average velocity profiles
were obtained by first calculating instantaneous velocities at sub-

Fig. 1. Apparatus employed in the test: (a) schematic layout of PLIF system; (b) set up of the experiment. [Colour online.]

Table 1. Solid and fluid properties.

Pairing Material

Refractive
index at
589.3 nm

Kinematic
viscosity at
25 °C (m2/s)

Density
at 25 °C
(g/cm3)

Artificial Hydrocarbon oil 1.4715 (at 25 °C) 16E−6 0.846
Duran glass 1.4718 (at 21 °C) — 2.23

Field Soil — — 2.65
Water in debris flow 1.3333 (at 20 °C) 1–10E−6 1.00

Fig. 2. Particle-size distributions (PSDs) for solid materials used in
the tests and in a typical field event (Yakadake deposits (Takahashi
1991)). [Colour online.]

Table 2. Experimental conditions and results.

Test CU

D90

(mm)
D50

(mm)
D10

(mm)

Front
velocity
(m/s)

Runout
(m)

PSD9a 20.2 35.5 7.1 0.54 2.48 0.94
PSD9b 20.2 35.5 7.1 0.54 2.31 0.85
PSD11a 9.8 28.7 7.1 1.1 2.04 0.70
PSD11b 9.8 28.7 7.1 1.1 2.05 0.71
PSD16a 3.3 17.6 7.1 2.7 1.49 0.60
PSD16b 3.3 17.6 7.1 2.7 1.52 0.60
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sequent time steps (i.e., two subsequent frames) over 30 successive
frames (corresponding to a time interval of 0.027 s) and then
averaging them. To filter the outliers, a trimmed mean was calcu-
lated by discarding the values falling outside a proper confidence
interval. For analyses using patches of 32 pixels (hereafter called
32pix), the confidence interval was set to two standard deviations,
while for those using patches of 16 pixels (hereafter called 16pix),
the confidence interval was set to one standard deviation to re-
duce the scatter associated with the correspondingly noisier data.
A 2D Cartesian coordinate system was adopted in which the x-axis
points down the flume (slope-parallel) and the y-axis is orthogonal
upward (slope-normal). Figure 4 shows an example of the distri-
bution of the x and y velocity components, obtained using both
patch sizes, with velocities located at the centre of the correspond-
ing patch (note that the maximum height of the flow, hmax, is
given by the height of the top patch of the mesh and therefore is
approximately 4 and 2 mm smaller than the true height for the
32pix and 16pix mesh, respectively). The error bars show the stan-
dard deviation that represents the dispersion around the esti-
mated velocity averages; these were found to be (as a percentage)
20% ± 9% and 14% ± 5% for 16pix and 32pix, respectively. The y
velocity component was found to be at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than that of the x-direction and therefore its contri-
bution was neglected in the following analyses.

Results

Depth-averaged behaviour
The PIV analysis starts from the part of the flow immediately

behind the front, as the unsaturated condition at the beginning of
the surge prevents use of the PLIF technique. The time t = 0 is the
instant at which the front position arrives at a distance of 25 cm
before the exit to the deposition area.

The evolution of the depth-averaged velocity (Fig. 5) is estimated
using the 16pix mesh to allow the investigation of the thinner
parts of the flow at the tail of the surge. The mean velocities are
found to be higher for larger CU, tending to decrease (with fluctu-
ations) from the head to the tail, and the runout length is also
greatest for larger CU (Table 2), correlating to the front velocity.
This agrees with previous research (Takahashi 1980; Hungr et al.
1984) that found that the front velocity of a debris flow at the point
at which it exits from a confined reach to an unconfined area or
fan is relatively well correlated to the runout distance. See
Sanvitale and Bowman (2012) for detailed runout observations for
the tests.

Internal velocity profiles
Parts (a) and (b) in Figs. 6–8 show the evolution with time of the

mean velocity profiles estimated with the 32pix mesh. Note that
the depth of the flow is an approximation of the true height due to

a restriction imposed by the software, which fails if the patch
closest to the top of the flow falls in the completely dark region
outside the free surface (i.e., where average pixel intensity is zero).

For all tests, the velocity profiles show a convex shape and slip
velocities at the base. The experiments with uniform material
exhibit profiles converging in a narrow range of velocity values at
all the considered time steps, whereas the well-graded mixtures
show a larger decrease of the velocities with time, the profiles
being distributed over a broader interval. Note that PSD16a (CU = 3)
has a singular behaviour, in that it is the only test in which there
is an increase of the mean velocity after the arrival of the flow
front as can be seen in Fig. 6a. In addition, it does not appear to
slow down like PSD16b, in which the velocity decreases slightly.
Such behaviour can be appreciated even by a visual inspection of
the video recorded by the high-speed camera. As no problems
were detected during the test, it is possible that a temporary in-
terlocking of particles occurred at the head of the flow, slowing
down the surge head and causing the rest of the material to back
up behind, although it is not possible to be certain.

Figures 6c, 7c, and 8c show the normalized velocity profiles, i.e., the
flow height normalized by the flow depth, hmax, against the velocities

scaled by the depth-averaged velocity v̄ � �
1

N

vi dh/hmax, where N is the

number of the patches in the mesh and dh is the height of the
patch. Using the scaled profiles, any variation in the normalized
velocity can be seen as distinct from the overall bulk motion and
from the variations of the flow depth. For example, the peculiarity
of test PSD16a is highlighted in Fig. 6c, such that the experimental
points of PSD16b settle on a curve with a gradually reducing slope,
while the shape of the PSD16a distribution steepens in the upper
part. In Fig. 7c, the normalized data of both test runs of PSD11 (CU =
10) show a similar behaviour with a nearly constant increase of the
velocity with the height slightly decreasing at the top. This behav-
iour is even more pronounced for the tests with CU = 20 (i.e., PSD9)
with profiles that are convex below y/hmax ≈ 0.6, but showing
nearly constant velocities for the upper part (Fig. 8c).

It is interesting to compare these results with those found in
other test arrangements. Armanini et al. (2005) provided velocity
profiles of the granular motions of steady uniform flows of polyvi-
nyl chloride (PVC) pellets suspended in water using a Voronoi
imaging technique at the sidewall of a recirculating flume. For
different slope angle and concentration they observed four re-
gimes: immature, mature, plug, and solid bed flow. Our velocity
profiles resemble the convex profiles of their observed solid bed
flows with maximum shear rate at the base. Kaitna et al. (2014)

Fig. 3. Example of a GeoPIV 32pix mesh overlapping the flow.
[Colour online.]

Fig. 4. Example of distribution of the x (horizontal) and y (vertical)
components of the velocity obtained at each patch using both mesh
sizes for test PSD16a.
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tested a range of soil–water mixtures from uniform gravel to well-
graded material in a 4 m diameter rotating drum. They presented
the internal velocity distributions of the steady debris flows pro-
duced, with results that are qualitatively similar to our findings.
For different mean velocity they found that the velocity profiles
collapsed to distinct nondimensional curves for each investigated
mixture, with shape varying with material composition. The mix-
ture with the widest PSD displayed a convex profile with the great-
est shearing close to the bottom and virtually no shear in the
upper half of the profile.

Analysis and discussion

Internal shear behaviour
Due to the difficulties in observing the internal structure of

field-scale debris flows, often in their analysis a simple shear
model is hypothesized with no slip at the bed and with the veloc-
ity profile increasing linearly to a maximum at the surface. The
nominal shear rate, �, is then calculated as the ratio of the free
surface velocity, assumed to be equal to the velocity of the front,
divided by the height of the flow (Phillips and Davies 1991; Iverson
1997; Zhou and Ng 2010). According to Phillips and Davies (1991),
this assumption implies that shear rates are usually not larger
than 10 s−1. However, both natural and experimental debris flows
are also commonly assumed to have a highly sheared layer close
to the bottom and an unsheared region (“plug flow”) above it
(Johnson 1970; Genevois et al. 2000; Parsons et al. 2001), which
would result in a nonlinear shear model. Here we examine the
behaviour internal to the flow so that the two viewpoints can be
reconciled.

One run from each test material was selected for analysis.
Figure 9 shows for all “b” runs the evolution of the nominal shear
rate, �, and the depth-averaged shear rate, �̇a, which are defined
in eqs. (3a) and (3b) as

(3a) � � vs/hmax

(3b) �̇a � (vs � vslip)/hmax

where vs is the surface velocity, vslip the slip velocity, and hmax the
height of the flow estimated with 16pix mesh. Note that these
parameters are restricted by the following approximations: the
height of the flow is assumed to be the distance between the
centres of the patches at the bottom and the top of the PIV mesh,
hence the slip and the surface velocities are estimated at these
points, respectively; the calculation was carried out excluding the
part of the flows whose height is less than three patches (i.e.,

excluding the flow tail end) to ensure a reliable estimate of the
velocity field.

During the tests, the depth-averaged shear rate was found to be
rather constant, with similar mean values for all PSDs, namely
29 s−1 for the tests with CU = 3, 31 s−1 for tests with CU = 10, and
29 s−1 for those with CU = 20, comparable to the results obtained in
other small-scale flume experiments (Iverson and Vallance 2001).
However, as discussed above, the local value of the shear rate

�̇�y� �
�v�y�

�y
can vary significantly through the depth of the flow as

can be inferred from the normalized velocity profiles in Fig. 10a,
which compares the velocity behaviour in the b tests for CU = 3 and
CU = 20 (the CU = 10 test is omitted for clarity). In Fig. 10b the
normalized local shear rate, defined in eq. (4) as

(4)
�̇
�̇a

�
�v(y)
�y

H
(vs � vslip)

is presented together with the resulting fit — i.e., �̇/�̇a � 0.73
�y/hmax��0.48 for the CU = 3 mixture; �̇/�̇a � �1.80�y/hmax�0.81 
1.55 for the CU = 20 mixture. The shear rate is not constant
through the depth, both tests showing the highest values at the
base of the flow, decreasing rapidly with height. While the CU =
3 test, at a normalized height of about 0.4, exhibits an approxi-
mately constant nonzero shear rate up to the top, the CU = 20 test
shows a decreasing shear rate, reaching values of around zero at a
normalized height of 0.6 up to the free surface, corresponding to
the region of zero velocity gradient as shown in Fig. 8c.

Similar behaviour has been observed in 2D numerical studies of
dry flows down a rough inclined plane using bidisperse and quasi-
monodisperse assemblies of frictional cohesionless disks (Rognon
et al. 2007). The authors found that the presence of large grains
decreased the shear rate in the upper part of the flows, favouring
sliding at the bottom, and that the thickness of the nonshearing
part increased when the proportion of large grains inside the
assembly was larger.

Theoretical velocity or shear profiles of debris flows have gen-
erally been derived from observations taken at flume margins in
experimental flows that use uniform or near-uniform PSDs. In
general, a condition of no slip has been determined for a rough
base with the profile then being a function of type of soil (e.g.,
granular or clay dominated). Figure 11 presents the normalized
interior velocity profiles (from Fig. 10) against the best fit of the
interior of these flows assuming granular scaling v�y� � H3/2 �
�H � y�3/2 (Bagnold 1954; Takahashi 1991), and viscous scaling in the
sheared region v�y� � H2 � �H � y�2 (Yano and Daido 1965; Johnson

Fig. 5. Time evolution of depth-averaged velocity estimated with 16pix mesh for all tests.
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Fig. 6. Velocity profiles: time evolution of mean velocity using 32pix mesh for (a) PSD16a, (b) PSD16b, and (c) PSD16 normalized velocity
profiles.

Fig. 7. Velocity profiles: time evolution of mean velocity using 32pix mesh for (a) PSD11a, (b) PSD11b, and (c) PSD11 normalized velocity
profiles.

Fig. 8. Velocity profiles: time evolution of mean velocity using 32pix mesh for (a) PSD9a, (b) PSD9b, and (c) PSD9 normalized velocity profiles.
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1970), modified with respect to these original forms because we
assumed as boundary conditions at y = 0, vslip = 0.36 m/s and vslip =
0.55 for CU = 3 and CU = 20, respectively. For the CU = 3 test the best
fit is provided by the granular scaling, in particular at the top of
the flow where the viscous fit is not able to reproduce satisfacto-
rily the behaviour of the mixture. In contrast, the viscous scaling
results match better the behaviour of the test along the overall
height of the flow for the test CU = 20. The results suggest that
basal slip is significant within the interior of debris flows and that
results derived from interactions near the wall may not ade-
quately represent this behaviour.

Dimensionless numbers and flow regimes

Flow regimes from internal depth-averaged shear rate
To demonstrate how different particle sizes may experience

different dominant stress transfer mechanisms, we can estimate
NBag and NSav throughout the flow considering the value of the
depth-averaged shear rate resulting from the PIV analyses and
assuming different characteristic grain diameters. This enables a
direct comparison with data reported elsewhere (Iverson 1997;
Iverson et al. 2010; Zhou and Ng 2010; Kaitna et al. 2014). Here, we
choose three sizes: D90, which may be considered as representa-
tive of the largest particles in the flow that focus to the front and
create the greatest damage on impact; D50, the mean diameter as
usually used in such analyses; and D10, which dominates mixture
permeability and hence, mobility via pore pressure generation.

Note here, fluid viscosity is taken to be the actual viscosity of the
fluid without the addition of fine particles, although according to
Iverson (1997), its magnitude can be increased by the presence of
fine material.

The basal normal stress has been calculated assuming a con-
stant value of the solid concentration during the test so that the
bulk density could be calculated as eq. (5)

(5) � � �s(1 � n)  �fn

For these experiments, basal total normal stress, �base, and fluid
pressure, ubase, were not measured. Kaitna et al. (2014) obtained,
from experimental flows in a rotating drum, a ratio ubase/�base of
around 0.4 for gravel and water mixture, up to 0.6 when the fines
were present, and a value �0.9 for muddy mixtures having wide
PSD. Using large flume tests, Iverson et al. (2010) measured (after
the flow front passage) values of ubase/�base � 0.6 for sand and
gravel mixtures and ubase/�base � 1 for sand–gravel–mud mixtures.
Given these results, for our uniform mixture with CU = 3, a ratio of
ubase/�base � 0.6 can be adopted, whereas for the PSD with CU = 20,
near full liquefaction may occur over much of the flow (i.e., ubase/
�base �0.9–1.0, particularly in the tail). Therefore, in our calcula-
tion, for all mixtures the same value of uy/�y � 0.6 (assuming a
linear stress and pore pressure profile with depth y) has been used.
Consequently, NSav values for tests using these materials likely
represent a lower bound, considering that when complete lique-
faction occurs due to the presence of high pore pressures, NSav

becomes infinite as the stresses due to enduring grain contacts
vanish entirely. This is indicated in Fig. 12 by an arrow.

Figure 12 presents the evolving values of NSav and NBag for the b
tests with CU = 3 and CU = 20. For the most uniform mixture, it is
possible to differentiate between the estimates of NSav belonging
to the front of the flow (where the flow depth is larger than
35 mm) and those lying in the tail, the latter showing larger val-
ues. For the largest particles, D90, the inertial grain collisions dom-
inate the grain contact stress; at D50 the flow is still collisional but
less so (NSav > 0.1 and NBag > 200), and by D10, a large part of the
stress is likely to be transmitted by friction (NSav < 0.1 and
NBag < 200) but viscous stresses start to be relevant.

For the most well-graded mixture (CU = 20), Fig. 12 indicates that
grain collisions are expected to transmit most of the stress be-
tween D90 and D50, although for the smaller particles the influ-
ence of both friction and viscosity increases while NSav and NBag

reduce, so that by D10 viscosity becomes significant relative to
both collisional and frictional stresses (NSav < 0.1 and NBag < 20).
However, it should be noted that while the analysis has assumed
uy/�y � 0.6 throughout, in fact a large portion of the flow can be
reasonably assumed to be near-liquefied; hence, NSav may diverge
towards infinity.

Using depth-averaged values as calculated above, NSav and NBag

are found to be larger than those ascribed to natural debris flows
(Iverson 1997; Zhou and Ng 2010), and obtained using the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) large experimental flume (Iverson
et al. 2010) and in the large rotating drum (Kaitna et al. 2014). This
is due to the shallow flow depth and high velocity, resulting in a
high value of shear rate, and also to the relatively large value of
the ratio of the grain size to flow depth. However, Iverson et al.
(2010) also calculated two values of Savage number assuming two
values of the characteristic grain size for their mixtures (sand–
gravel–mud). They found that generally NSav > 10 for the gravel
fraction and NSav < 0.1 for the sand fraction, suggesting that colli-
sional stresses were more important than grain-contact stresses
for larger particles and the reverse was true for the smaller ones.
Our results are in broad agreement with this, although in the next
section we go further, by incorporating the local shearing behav-
iour of the different flows into the calculation.

Fig. 9. Time evolution of flow height, depth-averaged, and nominal
shear rate estimated with 16pix mesh for (a) PSD16, (b) PSD11, and
(c) PSD9.
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Flow regimes from internal local shear rate
Estimates in Fig. 12 experience the limitation that a linear shear

model is used through the flow depth, which was not found in our
experiments (Fig. 10). By determining the local shear rate with
depth, we can take full advantage of the results internal to the
flow and estimate accordant local values for NSav and NBag. Fig-
ure 13a shows velocity profiles for all b tests at the leading edge of
the flows and a best-fit curve of the experimental velocity data
obtained with the 16pix mesh. The best adaptations for the exper-
imental velocity profile were given by the following equations: v =
0.11y0.62 + 0.2 (CU = 3); v = 0.76y0.28 (CU = 10); v = 1.27 tanh(0.15y) + 0.4
(CU = 20). For Fig. 13b we consider normalized shear rate profiles
calculated using the best-fit curves. Using these local values of

shear rate and considering a linear distribution of effective stress
and pore pressure inside the flows, it is possible to estimate the
variation of NSav and NBag through the depth.

As already shown in Fig. 10, the profile of shear rate in the tests
with different PSD is significantly different and this is reflected in
the resulting values of NSav (Fig. 14). Figures 14a and 14b show that
for CU = 3 and CU = 10, NSav calculated for each characteristic
particle diameter is rather constant through the depth except at
the top and bottom where NSav increases. This is due to the fact
that towards the free surface the effective stress is decreasing and,
in the lower part of the flow, the shear rate increases. For the same
flows in Figs. 15a and 15b, NBag values indicate inertial behaviour
for all but the smallest particle sizes, varying by approximately an

Fig. 10. (a) Comparison of normalized velocity profiles estimated with 32pix mesh for tests PSD9b and PSD16b; (b) normalized shear rate for
the same tests.

Fig. 11. Normalized velocity profiles estimated with 32pix mesh for (a) test PSD16b and (b) test PSD9b. Solid line shows the best fit of a
granular and a viscous scaling.
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order of magnitude from top to bottom. Nonetheless, for CU = 3,
the local values through the depth turn out to be quite close to
that estimated using the depth-averaged shear rate and so the
same conclusions as to the stresses acting upon particles of differ-
ent sizes can be drawn for more-or-less uniform flows.

In contrast, the most well-graded flow with CU = 20 (Fig. 14c)
shows large differences in the values of NSav through the flow
depth — across four orders of magnitude for each particle size —
which can lead to a stratified structure characterized by either
frictional or collisional behaviour. For the D50 particle size, NSav
encompasses values representative of grain collisional domi-
nance between the bottom and middle of the flow, and lower
values, typical of frictional dominance, in the upper part. The
same occurs for the D10 particle size for which viscous stress trans-
fer is found to be dominant at the top of the flow (Fig. 15c), while
frictional stress becomes relevant at depth. For the largest parti-
cles, represented by D90, grain collision stresses are found to be
the dominant stress transfer mechanism through the whole depth.

Conclusions
Small-scale flume experiments were conducted to analyse the

complex internal behaviour of unsteady experimental debris
flows, ranging from uniform (CU = 3) to well-graded (CU = 20)
mixtures of transparent debris. A nonintrusive optical approach,
combining PLIF, refractive index matching, and PIV, allowed the
capture of two-dimensional velocity profiles inside the granular
flows, away from the influence of sidewalls. In general, for the
same initial moisture content or solid concentration, the most
well-graded flows developed the shallowest flows and the highest
velocities. Depth-averaged velocities were found to decrease with
flow duration, most particularly for well-graded mixtures, while
scaled velocity profiles were found to generally collapse onto a
single curve for each PSD. High shear rates (leading to large slip
velocities) were found toward the flow bottom for all tests, with
those of the most well-graded material producing the largest slip
velocity and a near-zero velocity gradient (i.e., plug-type flow) in

Fig. 12. Savage number against Bagnold number for the b tests with CU = 3 and CU = 20.

Fig. 13. (a) Example of velocity profiles estimated at leading edge of the flow. Solid lines are calculated using the best fit of the data (v = f(y)).
(b) Normalized shear rate obtained using the corresponding fits.
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the upper part. Conversely, the uniform mixture exhibited a more
constant shear rate through the depth.

Dimensional analysis was conducted to assess the dominant
stress transfer mechanisms acting upon particles of different
sizes. We estimated the Savage and Bagnold numbers, which,
according to Iverson’s scaling approach, can be used to identify
limiting flow regimes for debris flows. As NSav and NBag are both
dependent on a particular characteristic particle size, we exam-
ined three different grain sizes: D90, representing the largest par-
ticles in the flow; D50, the mean diameter; and D10, which governs
mixture permeability and hence, mobility via pore pressure gen-
eration. NSav depends also on the shear rate. For both natural and
experimental debris flows, the shear rate is generally estimated
assuming a linear velocity profile with depth. Following this ap-
proach, which may be applied to opaque flows, the results show
that even for the uniform mixture, for which the particle sizes
encompass just one order of magnitude, different stress-transfer
mechanisms are found to act dependent on the particle size. From
this analysis, the largest particles represented by D90 are found to
be influenced by inertial grain collisions stress; the grains at the
D50 particle size are affected by collisional stresses, although the
relevance of enduring grain contacts is increasing; and by D10

most of the stress is likely to be transmitted by frictional contact.
The most well-graded mixture exhibited greater differences in
regime for different particle sizes. Grain collisions were found to
transmit most of the stress, even at D50, although for the smaller
particles the influence of viscosity became significant relative to
both collisional and frictional stresses.

Taking full advantage of being able to view the flow internally,
we further examined leading edge velocity and shear rate profiles
for each PSD considering local values through the depth. Using
this approach, for the more uniform mixtures the values of NSav

were determined to be rather constant throughout the depth,
close to the values estimated using the depth-averaged shear rate.
Conversely, large variations were observed within the most well-
graded flow, for which NSav values were found to span over four
orders of magnitude. These results show the vertical structure of
well-graded granular flows, such as debris flows, to be stratified in
distinct layers in which the relevance of different dominant stress
for each particle size can vary along the depth.

These experimental findings highlight the complex nature of
debris flows. Specifically, we see that flow behaviour and accor-
dant flow regimes determined from bulk values may differ greatly
from those locally and internally determined, putting into ques-
tion some divisions that have been ascribed to debris flow regimes
based on bulk observations. Further exploration of their internal
mechanics at a local scale is needed to expand the fundamental
understanding of the processes involved and in particular, to elu-
cidate the role of pore pressure within such well-graded flows.
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Fig. 14. Local values of NSav at leading edge of the flows: (a) CU = 3, (b) CU = 10, and (c) CU = 20.

Fig. 15. Local values of NBag at leading edge of the flows: (a) CU = 3, (b) CU = 10, and (c) CU = 20.
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EP/M017427/1 “High speed granular debris flows: new paradigms
and interactions in geomechanics”. Data supporting this publica-
tion can be freely downloaded from the University of Sheffield
Research Data Repository at http://dx.doi.org/10.15131/shef.data.
3860721, under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC-BY) license.
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v velocity obtained through PIV analyses
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vs surface velocity
vslip slip velocity

v̄ depth-averaged velocity
y coordinate along the y-axis
z coordinate along the z-axis
� characteristic grain diameter
� nominal shear rate
�̇ characteristic shear rate

�̇a depth averaged shear rate
�̇(y) local value of the shear rate

1/2 factor used by Bagnold (1954)

	 dynamic viscosity of pore fluid
� bulk density

�f density of the fluid
�s density of the solid
�∗ maximum value achievable by �s in the flow
�s volumetric solid concentration

�base basal total normal stress
�y total normal stress at depth y
�z total normal stress at depth z
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